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150 Best Dash Recipes
Discover 200 easy, delicious DASH (Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet recipes that
can be made in 30 minutes or less! The DASH
(Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet is
one of the best diets for lowering blood pressure and
preventing diabetes and with a focus on fruits,
vegetables, and low-fat dairy products, it is also one
of the smartest and healthiest ways to lose weight
without the use of medications. In The Everything
Easy DASH Diet Cookbook you will discover new
ways of eating that can change your health—and your
life! These easy-to-make recipes can be completed
in 30 minutes or less so you no longer have to
sacrifice taste or time to live a healthier lifestyle that
leaves you feeling full and satisfied all day long!
Shares easy-to-make recipes that follow the DASH
diet and includes a twenty-eight day meal plan,
exercise advice, and tips for keeping to the diet
when on the go.
Make your healthy heart a habit with the diet and
meal plan in Lower Your Blood Pressure. As 54% of
the 75 million Americans who suffer from
hypertension know, leading a heart-healthy lifestyle
is easier said than done. The standard American diet
is filled with cheap, processed foods that can lead to
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hypertension and other health problems. The longer
you've eaten these foods, the more difficult it can be
to swap them out for healthy, whole foods. The
Complete DASH Diet for Beginners offers the
easiest way of starting-and sticking with-the DASH
diet by walking you through every step, ensuring
your evolution to better health is as stress-free as
possible. In The Complete DASH Diet Book for
Beginners to lower your blood pressure, Nigel
Methews, lays out an effective and easy to follow
14-day DASH diet meal plan to help you start and
stick to healthy habits. Featuring over 50 low-
sodium, high-potassium, and magnesium-filled
recipes, Lower Your Blood Pressure is your kick-
start guide to get your heart beating right. The
Complete DASH Diet Book for Beginners sets you
up for long-term weight loss and hypertension
recovery by delivering: The Complete information
about DASH Diet, How the DASH Diet helps with
Weight Loss, Decrease Blood Pressure Naturally
Food Dos and Don'ts A 14-day DASH diet meal
plans that include suggestions for shopping on a
budget and making the most of leftovers. More than
50 easy, Healthy Recipes for a Weight Loss, Lower
Blood Pressure, and Prevent Diabetes As the author
of numerous successful meal plan cookbooks, such
as The Complete Ketogenic Diet Cookbook for
Beginners and Type 2 Diabetes Diet Cookbook &
Meal Plan, Nigel Methews knows what it takes to
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help readers improve their heart health and manage
other concerning conditions. Now, in The Complete
DASH Diet for Beginners, she shows you exactly
what you need to do to achieve the results you want-
and serves up everything you need to get there on
one simple, delicious, heart-healthy platter. Just
scroll up and select the "Buy now with 1-Click"
Button - It's quick and easy! The Complete DASH
Diet Book for Beginners is A Complete Guide with
Delicious Recipes and a 14 Day Meal Plan!
New York Times bestselling author Marla Heller, in
collaboration with bestselling cookbook writer Rick
Rodgers, provides simple, home-cooked, DASH-
approved meals to help promote weight loss and
increased health benefits. A healthy diet is only as
good as the food it provides in its plan. Now in THE
EVERYDAY DASH DIET COOKBOOK, bestselling
author and foremost DASH expert Marla Heller,
together with bestselling cookbook writer Rick
Rodgers, makes it easy to prepare home-cooked
meals that are fresh, fabulous, and DASH-approved.
The DASH diet is a required medical
recommendation for patients diagnosed with
hypertension or pre-hypertension, a group of almost
130 million people, and this ultimate guide to cooking
the DASH way serves up everything necessary to
maintain a healthy lifestyle. With recipes such as
Cinnamon French Toast with Raspberry Sauce, Filet
Mignon au Poivre, Yankee Clam Chowder, and
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Chocolate Fondue with Strawberries, eating health
has never been so easy and delicious.
The last two decades have witnessed a sudden rise
in people with cases pertaining to high blood sugars.
In fact, the number of people just doubled during this
time with even the young people attracting to the
disease. With so many people failing to control blood
pressure, it is safe to say that our millennial lifestyle
has played a great role in making t such a worrisome
signal. To counter the same, the United States
Department of Health and Human Services has
promoted the DASH diet, an effective way to counter
hypertension among people. The Dash diet is a
result of scientists' carefully studying the various
food items that will help the peoples to control the
shooting of blood pressure levels. To ensure that
following the Dash diet does not become
cumbersome and monotonous, here is the Dash Diet
cookbook that has been made keeping in mind the
accredited foods that help lower blood pressure. The
recipes mentioned in this Dash Diet cookbook will
keep you stay in track with a healthy lifestyle. You
will not only witness the gradual decline in blood
pressure but also enjoy the process by dwelling on
recipes that are simple to cook and taste great at the
same time. This Dash diet for beginners' book has a
detailed 21-day meal plan that includes Dash Diet
breakfast, Dash Diet lunch and Dash Diet dinner
recipes. With the help of this Dash Diet cookbook,
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you will never be left out just because of rising blood
pressure. Enjoy the recipes and make most of the
healthy eating. With this book by your side, no two
days will ever be shamefully monstrous, never again.
Eat healthy, stay healthy.
Offers recipes that meet the DASH diet's guidelines
emphasizing fresh ingredients, low sodium, and
portion control, featuring options for appetizers,
soups, salads, main dishes, and desserts.
***Get this book and the other books in this series at
a discounted price if you run a bookstore. The books
in this series focus primarily on how to adopt the
DASH Diet as a man, woman, family or busy
person*** You won't find this book (and the other
books in the same series) Online at a discounted
price, you can trust me! Do you wish to adopt the
DASH Diet to optimize your health, lose weight, keep
off different chronic diseases and more without
having to spend a fortune while at it? And are you
looking for a book that will simplify the process of
adopting the DASH Diet while on a budget so you
don't end up feeling lost and confused and trapped
financially at any time of your journey to following the
diet? If you've answered YES, Let This Book Show
You Just How Possible It Is To Adopt The DASH
Diet And Stick With It For Good While Eating
Mouthwatering Meals Without Having To Spend A
Fortune While At It! While everyone agrees that the
DASH Diet is one of the healthiest diets out there,
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the truth is that many people think it is too expensive
to adopt when they picture themselves eating fishes,
seafood and other 'exotic' meals that are common
with the DASH diet. However, this does not have to
be the case. And the fact that you are reading this
means you understand that you really shouldn't have
to spend a fortune to follow a DASH Diet but have no
idea just how you can adopt it on a budget and are
wondering... Is it really possible to adopt the DASH
Diet on a budget without giving up some of my
favorite foods? What's the best way to adopt the
DASH Diet on a budget? What if I am a busy person
- can I still find budget-friendly foods that I can
prepare fast? How do I translate all the information
to create mouthwatering meals? The answers to
these and other related questions will be addressed
in this book using simple, straightforward language.
More precisely, you will discover: What might make it
difficult to adopt the DASH Diet and how to deal with
the challenges A collection of DASH Diet recipes
that you'll find wildly delicious and tasty, categorized
into breakfast, side and salad, main dishes, soups,
appetizer and snack and desserts Every recipe is
complete, with the required preparation time,
cooking time and number of servings Easy to find
and resource friendly ingredients for each recipe
Clear and concise instructions on how to prepare
each meal The nutritional value of each recipe A 7
Day Easy Dr. Cole's Diet Plan to help ease you into
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the diet And much more Now you no longer have to
worry about not having enough time, money or the
necessary skillset to prepare any meal because this
cookbook will offer you tasty and delicious recipes
that suit your every need! Your customers will be
bewitched by the content in this book! Click the Buy
button NOW!
***Get this book and the other books in this series at
a discounted price if you run a bookstore. The books
in this series focus primarily on how to adopt the
DASH Diet as a man, woman, family or busy
person*** You won't find this book (and the other
books in the same series) Online at a discounted
price, you can trust me! Do you wish to adopt the
DASH Diet the right way to benefit from its wide
array of healthy food options so you can build
muscle, lose weight, optimize your health and more?
And are you looking for a collection of recipes to
choose from to make it seamless for you to adopt
the DASH Diet without giving up your favourite
foods? If you've answered YES, Let This Cookbook
Make It Easy For You To Adopt The DASH Diet With
Its Collection Of Mouthwatering Recipes That Will
Ensure You Achieve Great Results While Following
The Diet! The DASH Diet is touted for being the
healthiest diet in the world. And if you are a man, the
diet offers a wide array of benefits thanks to the
many healthy ingredients that easily boost men's
health and effectively help fight off some of the
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greatest health problems men struggle with like
cancer, heart disease, diabetes and many others.
The fact that you are here means that you've
probably adopted a DASH Diet already and are
looking to get the most out of it by adopting the best
men-centric meal options and are probably
wondering... What's the best way to adopt the DASH
Diet as a man? What food options are best suited for
men? How do you translate the different men-
friendly foods into mouthwatering meals? What
would a typical meal plan look like, especially if you
don't want to give up your favorite foods? If you have
these and other related questions, this book is for
you so keep reading. Inside this book, you'll find:
Why you should get started on the DASH Diet How
the DASH Diet works and what it is all about A
collection of tasty and delicious DASH recipes,
categorized into breakfast, rice and grain, side and
salad, main means, soups, pasta and pizza,
appetizer and snack and desserts and more Recipes
that are specially designed for each skill level and
level of commitment Budget friendly and easy to find
ingredients for each recipe The recipes are complete
with the required preparation time, serving time and
number of servings for each recipe The nutritional
value found in each recipe Clear and concise
instructions on how to prepare each meal A 7 day
Dr. Cole's Muscle Meal Plan for men to help make
sure you don't feel lost while following the diet And
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much more Whether or not you started following the
DASH Diet plan, the recipes in this book will be a
total game changer because not only will you feel
satisfied but you'll also be able to manage your
weight and live a healthier life! Your customers will
be bewitched by the content in this book! Click the
Buy button NOW! (Premium Version)
New York Times bestselling author and DASH Diet
specialist Marla Heller reveals groundbreaking research
to help prevent and even halt signs aging through a
combination of DASH-approved superfoods and
strategies designed to target aging. The most trusted
brand in diets--the DASH diet--has helped millions of
people lower blood pressure, lose weight, and improve
their health. Now, in this groundbreaking new program, it
can help you look and feel 20 years younger! Marla
Heller, New York Times bestselling author and premier
DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension)
dietitian, has combined key elements of the DASH diet
with the latest cutting-edge research to develop a
program that can halt and even reverse many of the
effects of aging. Based on the diet rated the #1 Best
Overall Diet by U.S. News & World Report, THE DASH
DIET YOUNGER YOU reveals five age-defying
strategies designed to target the root causes of aging,
including Oxid-Aging, Inflamm-Aging, and Glyc-Aging.
You'll lose weight and turn back the clock while enjoying
a delicious diet of antioxidant rich superfoods, satisfying
plant-based meals, and foods that promote healthy gut
bacteria and decrease inflammation and cravings.
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Featuring a natural detox that fights aging at the cellular
level and proven blood pressure "busters," this powerful
program will help you erase years with visible and
measurable results. In just 10 weeks, you can: Reverse
the diseases of aging Fortify and rejuvenate hair and
skin Revitalize and strengthen bones, muscles, and
joints Improve heart health and blood pressure Lose
weight, especially in the tummy Look and feel younger,
healthier, and slimmer! Complete with 28 days of meal
plans and over 75 delicious recipes, THE DASH DIET
YOUNGER YOU has everything you need to look and
feel years younger!
Are you looking for a collection of simple tasty low-
sodium recipes to enjoy a healthy and energetic life
without relying on strange smoothies or powders? The
reality is: if you want to lose weight, live well and not run
into serious health problems, you need to follow a
balanced diet. If you have tried any other diet currently
on the market, you will surely know that you must follow
incredibly boring plans or unnatural regimes involving the
intake of dubiously sourced powders! It's literally hell! In
this way, your emotions, your mind and even your body
will associate diet with discomfort to avoid and make you
pay for it! That's for sure! ? When you are on a diet, one
of the most important things is to be at peace with
yourself, eating your favourite food with the peace of
mind that you can enjoy it! With this cookbook guide, you
will learn how to lose weight with the award-winning
DASH diet. You will find all the information you need to
choose the plan that best suits your body and your
personal needs in a collection of simple, healthy and
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quick recipes that will effectively tackle hypertension.
Here is a preview of what you will discover: Everything
you need to know about this diet and its many benefits
How the DASH diet is not just a diet but a real lifestyle
Healthy and tasty recipes for lunch that will give you the
right boost all day long Simple and light recipes designed
for dinner that will allow you to sleep with a smile. Are
you a vegetarian? No problem! Dozens of recipes
dedicated to vegetable lovers A 28-days meal plan
tailored to make the DASH diet a simple and fun habit
free of headaches And much, much more! Developed by
the world-famous Harvard University, the DASH diet is
the diet par excellence. A scientifically proven dietary
approach that guarantees excellent results in blood
pressure regulation. Thousands of people have already
achieved amazing results, recording a remarkable weight
loss in just 2 weeks from the end of this book...and the
next one could be you. Everything you need to get
started is simple: ? Click on "Buy Now with 1-Click" to
start your journey today!
Looking For A Way To Improve Your Health And Lower
Hypertension? Then Try Out This Rich Dash Diet Recipe
Book and Use Food As Natural Medicine! Many times
people do not pay attention or neglect how they fuel their
bodies. Unfortunately, this results in different symptoms
that we stumble upon through our lives - high blood
pressure is among the most common ones... One of the
first things that appear in our mind is to consult with our
General Practitioner. He does the check, identifies the
problem, then turns back to you, giving you an examining
look and saying: "How is your diet...?" It must be one of
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these Oooops moments... You just realize that it has not
been on point for quite some time now... Something
needs to change... and it better be quickly... He then
mentions that low-sodium meals have a beneficial effect
on hypertension... ... So Does The Dash Diet (It's even
contained in the naming - Dietary Approaches to Stop
Hypertension). It even has the ability to have an impact
on weight loss! As you go through This Diet Plan, you
will: - Get Access To 500 Quick and Easy Dash Diet
Recipes to drastically lower blood pressure and
hypertension - Find a Balanced Variety of Plant-Based
Recipes, Fruits, Vegetables and Lean Protein to satisfy
your hunger in every situation - Naturally Improve Your
Current Health State without spending a fortune on drugs
and medicine - Reveal Carefully Selected Meals and be
as energetic as a youngster - Promote Fat Loss and not
only feel the benefits, but also see them in the mirror ...
And much more... They say that good things take time,
but... It Is Scientifically Proven That The Dash Diet Can
Lower Blood Pressure In Less Than 14 Days! The
important thing is to be mindful about how you take care
of yourself - Happy Body, Happy You! ? Eager To See
The Positive Change...? ... Order Your Copy and Let The
Recipes Take Care Of The Rest!
While fad diets come and go, the DASH diet is here to
stay. Based on research by the National Institutes of
Health, and endorsed by top-tier medical institutions like
the Mayo Clinic and the American Heart Association, the
DASH diet is a scientifically proven method to lose
weight and become healthier. With the DASH diet's
straightforward approach to reduce sodium and improve
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overall cardiovascular health, participants have
experienced benefits that include lower blood pressure,
lower cholesterol levels and a reduced risk of diabetes.
In The DASH Diet Health Plan, bestselling health and
nutrition author John Chatham compiles the findings of
the medical and scientific community into a
comprehensive book that makes it easy to put the DASH
diet into action. Enjoy the following benefits in this
comprehensive guide: *99 DASH-approved Recipes,
ranging from hearty lunches to savory desserts, and all
the snacks in between *147 Dash-approved Foods,
ranging from meats and seafood to sweets *The DASH
Diet Guide includes tips for navigating your way through
the grocery store and helps you start eating a healthy
diet *28-day DASH to Fitness workout plan provides step-
by-step exercise routines to accelerate your weight loss
and jumpstart your health regimen *14-day Menu
Planner to help you get started Lose weight, improve
health and reduce your risk of heart disease with John
Chatham's The DASH Diet Health Plan. It's time to
DASH to a healthier you.
*** 55% discount for bookstores! now at $25.95 instead
of $36.95 *** If you're tired of trying dozens of
unsuccessful diets and you finally want to learn a simple
way to reclaim the optimal health you deserve, then keep
reading... Wondering what the DASH diet is all about?
It's a one-of-a-kind diet, specifically designed to reduce
blood pressure levels in people. Hypertension, or high
blood pressure, is one of the greatest silent killers of this
century. Your customers will never stop using this great
cookbook! More and more people are suffering from
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excessive weight, high cholesterol and hypertension. All
of these chronic illnesses have a strong negative impact
on people's everyday lives, exposing them to a wide
range of much more serious pathologies. DASH stands
for the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension. It's an
eating pattern developed to prevent and treat high blood
pressure and promote heart health. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, one in three
American adults (75 million) have high blood pressure,
and another one in three American adults have higher
than normal blood pressure. However, don't worry! You
are about to discover the only effective, scientific diet
that can literally transform your overall health status. The
Dash Diet is rapidly growing in popularity all over the
world. This cookbook covers 50 delicious recipes like: Ø
HERBED PARMESAN WALNUTS Ø CINNAMON
BAKED APPLE CHIPS Ø GENEROUS LEMON
DREDGED BROCCOLI Ø DELICIOUS ALOO PALAK Ø
ZUCCHINI AND ONIONS PLATTER Ø COCONUT
CREAM SHRIMP Ø ORANGE-ROSEMARY ROASTED
CHICKEN and dozens more... Take the first step to help
you work on your Hypertension and click the BUY button
and get your copy!
A POWERFUL, EASY-TO-FOLLOW CLEANSE
UTILIZING THE SCIENTIFICALLY-PROVEN DASH
DIET—THE #1 OVERALL DIET BY U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REPORT FIVE YEARS IN A ROW Shedding
pounds, lowering blood pressure and detoxing your body
have never been easier thanks to the DASH Diet Detox.
This helpful handbook offers all the tools you need for a
healthy weight loss plan, including: •Easy-to-use 14-day
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meal plans •Delicious recipes for every meal •Ready-to-
go shopping lists •Superfood suggestions for natural
detoxing •Tricks for breaking unhealthy habits •Advice
on transitioning from detox to diet Drawing from the diet
rated #1 overall by U.S. News & World Report five years
in a row, the DASH Diet Detox shows you how to quickly
lose pounds and start living a healthier life today.
Delicious Heart-Healthy Meals Made Quick and Easy!
Named "#1 Best Diet Overall" by US News & World
Report for eight years in a row, The DASH Diet is
proving to be THE healthiest way to eat in todays
modern world. This book was designed to help you
unlock the secrets of fast, heart-healthy meals that are
simple to make - while using affordable, accessible
ingredients. Here' whats included: ? DASH Diet Basics --
Learn absolutely everything you need to know about the
DASH Diet, including an explanation of what foods to
include and avoid, the underlying principles to follow and
much more! ? Hundreds of Quick & Easy Recipes --
Savor a wide variety of deliciously healthy recipes, with
most needing less than 30 minutes to make from
scratch! ? Kitchen Tested -- every recipe in this book has
been tried, tested and tweaked to perfection to make
sure you get the tastiest and most flavorsome result
every time, with minimal effort! ? Quickstart Guide and
Meal Plan -- Accelerate your DASH Diet journey with 3
weeks worth of pre-planned meals - included for free!
Here's a sneak peak of the FLAVORSOME meals
included: * Fragrant Shukshuka * Vanilla French Toast
with Berry Sauce * Italian Style Rosemary Chicken *
Louisiana Turkey Burgers * Cajun Crusted Trout *
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Mediterranean Leg of Lamb * Spicy Enchilada Bake *
Choco-Fudge Cookies * Moist Chocolate Brownies It's
time to say goodbye to bland, complicated recipes and
start your effortless journey to a Healthy You! Scroll to
the top of this page and and hit that "BUY" button now
while this book is at this super low launch price!
Are you thinking about a DASH Diet and curious about
how to grow your muscles, fight Hypertension, optimize
your prostate health and much more without spending a
fortune? And looking for a great collection of delicious
DASH Diet recipes designed specifically with a man's
body and health needs in mind, so you'll no longer feel
lost following a DASH Diet? If your answer is YES, then
read on.... Let this book introduce you to 250+ of the
best hand-picked DASH Diet recipes a man can find on a
budget! There's no doubt that adopting a DASH Diet
changes everyone's health. However, as you know,
men's and women's bodies are different in so many
ways, so a cookbook designed specifically for men might
be a better choice for you as a man than one geared
towards general dieters! And of course, if you can keep
your costs down by trying to adopt a DASH Diet, you can
be sure that it will be very sustainable in the long run.
This 2-in-1 book offers just that, with over 250 recipes!
Perhaps you are wondering... Is there really a difference
between men and women when it comes to adopting a
DASH Diet? Which foods should I eat on a DASH Diet
and which should I avoid, especially if I'm a man? Can I
still follow a DASH Diet with a limited budget and time? I
am not a good cook; are the recipes in this book suitable
for beginners? Can I add variety to my food choices to
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make them feel different? If you have these and other
related questions, then this 2-in-1 cookbook is what you
need, as it has a great collection of recipes with easy-to-
follow steps, nutritional information and easy-to-find
ingredients to ensure you have an easy time following
your diet. In this book you will find: How a DASH Diet
can help you and make you healthier as a person More
than 200 DASH Diet recipes that you can prepare in the
comfort of your own home for breakfast, lunch, dinner,
smoothies, juices, snacks and more. Complete recipes
with detailed step-by-step instructions for men that can
be prepared on a budget, complete with ready-to-use
ingredients and nutritional information. Meal plans to
help you adopt a DASH Diet to effortlessly build and
shape your body without hating the food you eat And
much more... Even if you're not a good cook, or if you
already have some experience with DASH eating and
are looking for more food choices, this book will be very
useful for you! Scroll up and click Buy Now in 1 click or
Buy Now to get started!
?55% SPECIAL DISCOUNT only for Bookstores!
Buy each copy of this book for $17,10 instead of
$37,99!? Are you suffering from high blood pressure
and also want to lose weight while eating yummy salt-
free foods? Then this amazing diet cookbook is for
you. If you've suffered from hypertension, you know
how difficult it is to maintain your health in this
modern world where fast food is almost unavoidable.
Food without salt is boring and difficult to find. The
Dash diet cookbook is a complete solution for
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managing high blood pressure and losing weight.
The Dash diet is a dietary approach to control
hypertension and maintain health. This diet mainly
focuses on fighting high blood pressure by lowering
sodium in food. It also helps to maintain other
nutrients like calcium, potassium, and iron in the
body. The diet focus on a range of fruits, vegetables,
grains, dairy, meat, poultry, and nuts. It was
designed for hypertension and blood pressure
issues, but it can also aid in weight loss as it reduces
sodium and fat. It helps you to eat healthily, which
will help you manage your weight and manage other
health issues. This Dash diet cookbook contains the
following topics: - Basics of the Dash diet - Benefits
of the Dash diet for weight loss - Tips to properly
follow the Dash diet - Breakfast - Lunch - Snacks -
Dinner - Dessert - Salads This cookbook describes
every aspect of the Dash diet. It will not make you
feel deprived; with a little work it can become an
enjoyable process that can be followed all your life.
This book was created to ensure that the DASH diet
does not become cumbersome and monotonous.
The recipes included here will help you stay on track
with a healthy lifestyle. You will not only witness a
gradual decline in your blood pressure but also enjoy
the process by creating recipes that are simple to
cook and taste great. The book has detailed recipes
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. You will never feel
that you have to suffer or be deprived because of
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your blood pressure. Enjoy the recipes and make the
most of your healthy eating options. With this book
by your side, no two days will ever be the same. Eat
healthily, stay healthy.
Using the key elements of the DASH (Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet and proven,
never-before-published NIH research, leading
nutrition expert Marla Heller has created the most
effective diet for quick-and lasting-weight loss.
Based on the diet rated the #1 Best Overall Diet by
Us News & World Report," this effective and easy
program includes menu plans, recipes, shopping
lists, and more.
Dash diet is one of the most popular and healthy
diets. People all over the world already proved the
miracle effect of this diet plan. This dash diet
cookbook will help you to be healthier, normalize and
lower blood pressure, and at the same time to lose
weight and become better outside and inside. This
dash diet recipe book has dozens of advantages.
Let's look the most essential of them: The book
contains a separate chapter for vegan and
vegetarians. All recipes are appropriate for
beginners as for chefs The meals which are
represented in the cookbook are able to fight with
hyper-tension and help in weight loss. A comfortable
amount of servings, both for large companies and for
a small family or couples Recipe step by step
description and simple cooking directions makes this
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book easy even for busy professionals Total cooking
time is separated into cooking and preparation time
Only brand new recipes of 2020. In this book you will
also learn: What to eat and avoid during the dash
diet. This item is very important for people who have
just started the dash diet way and are confused in
the food that is allowed, forbidden or can be eaten in
moderation. Dash diet tips. When you just switch
your day meal plan you need some hints which allow
you to do it right and in an easier way. Our small tips
will help to quickly and better root the dash diet in
your day and will become a habitual way of life.
Conversion tables. This item will help you to easily
cook your favorite dash diet recipes in any part of the
world and not to think about how to convert the
weight of the ingredients. There are no obstacles
anymore to change your life. Get your personal
cooking guide right now and stay awesome!
"Contains material adapted from The everything
DASH diet cookbook by Christy Ellingsworth and
Murdoc Khaleghi, MD, copyright A2012 by F+W
Media, Inc."--Title page verso.
Dash Diet Cookbook for Beginners: 500 Healthy,
Delicious Recipes to Lose Weight. Includes 21-Day
Meal Plan, Instructions and Recipes. Do you want
quick and easy recipes to prevent/treat hypertension,
high blood pressure, diabetes and obesity? Well, the
DASH Diet is the answer! In the USA alone, around
45% of adults currently have high blood pressure
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and it causes around half a million deaths per year.
The dangerous thing is that many people don't even
know they have high blood pressure. And those who
do know, sometimes do nothing about it. Don't be
one of those people. Act now! So, why is this DASH
Diet cookbook so important and effective? Let's take
a look: 500 healthy, low-sodium and delicious meals
to prevent high blood pressure Quick and easy
recipes with instructions - perfect for both beginners
and experts Wide variety of ingredients to suit all
tastes and preferences Nutritional values included
for each recipe (including sodium) Categorized and
alphabetized for "quick find" 21-day meal plan and
FAQs included BONUS: tips and tricks to a healthy
lifestyle The DASH diet is recommended by the
American Heart Association. It's a balanced, long-
term nutritional concept-based diet, which focuses
on nutritious whole foods to naturally reduce high
blood pressure and ensure healthy weight loss. This
book describes the principles of the DASH Diet and
contains step-by-step instructions on how the DASH
Diet can be successfully integrated into your
everyday life. In this book you will find out: That the
Dash Diet is not really 'diet', but simply a change in
lifestyle How it can help stop high blood pressure
and diabetes How it can help you lose weight Ways
to maintain healthy cholesterol levels Which foods
are 'good' and 'bad', and why Which habits you can
easily change to have a big effect So, let's get
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started right away and create a healthier and happier
you, together!
Dash diet is not a restrictive one! You can enjoy
various foods as long as you reduce your daily salt
and bad fats intake. DASH is for The Dietary
approaches To Stop Hypertension. It might sound a
bit pretentious but it means that you must start
consuming more healthy foods and fewer fats and
sodium. During a dash diet, you get to eat nutritious
foods that allow you to prevent the appearance of
hypertension and other similar conditions. If you
decided that a dash diet is what you need today,
then you must get your hands on a copy of this
incredible cookbook. It will help you get started with
your new diet and it's going to become the most
useful tool in the kitchen. You will soon know how to
make 150 of the most amazing and delicious dash
diet recipes ever! Inside we collected only best Dash
recipes for: Breakfast Lunch Sides Dinner Desserts
Seafood Snacks Meat Poultry Get you copy now!
The DASH Diet Action Plan is the user-friendly
teaching guide to the DASH diet. Initially, many
people find it difficult to follow the DASH diet. This
book makes it simple to understand and put into
practice. The book makes it easy to lose weight with
the DASH diet, and it has realistic ways to add
exercise. Although the book was not intended to be
an aggressive weight loss book, people are writing to
say that they have surprised themselves by finding it
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easy to lose weight following the plan! Many people
find the DASH diet to be hard to implement and
sustain in a hectic lifestyle. The average American
gets 2 - 3 servings of fruits and vegetables combined
each day, so following the DASH diet may seem
daunting. The DASH Diet Action Plan book is
designed to help you with more than just "what" is
involved with the DASH diet, it also shows you
"how." How to follow the DASH diet in restaurants,
how to lose weight, how to make over your kitchen to
make it easy to follow your plan, how to fit in
exercise, how to reduce salt intake, how to add
vegetables even if you "hate" vegetables. And the
book helps you make your own personal plan with
specific steps you will take to fit the DASH diet into
your daily routine. Our readers say that this is the
best DASH diet book! Your step-by-step plan will
include: setting your goals for blood pressure and
cholesterol, determining the calorie-level you need
for maintenance or weight loss, developing meal
plans, developing a realistic exercise plan, adjusting
the DASH diet to accommodate other health
problems, choosing the key DASH diet foods,
reading food labels, and learning how to incorporate
more vegetables in your diet, and setting up your
kitchen to make it easy to stay on track. This book
was written by a registered dietitian who is
experienced in helping people make sustainable
behavior changes, and make healthy eating part of
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their real lives. She knows that people need flexibility
and options to choose different approaches, since
not everyone has the time or the interest in cooking
or making drastic changes in how they eat. The book
incorporates tools that will help you plan the specific
steps you will take to adopt the DASH diet. Research
shows that people who make concrete plans are
more likely to be successful with adopting new
health behavior. This should improve your ability to
lower your blood pressure (and cholesterol), without
medication.
DO YOU REALLY WANT TO ENTRUST YOUR
HEALTH TO A FAD? The DASH Diet Cookbook
provides a straightforward approach to losing weight,
reducing hypertension, and improving overall
cardiovascular health. Fad diets come and go, but
the DASH diet is here to stay. Based on research by
the National Institutes of Health, and picked by US
News & World Report as its number-one choice in
Best Diets Overall, Best Diets for Healthy Eating,
and Best Diabetes Diets, the DASH diet rises above
the noise of the gimmicky weight-loss plans year
after year. In The DASH Diet Cookbook, best-selling
health and nutrition author John Chatham compiles
over 75 delicious recipes along with the findings of
the medical and scientific community in a
comprehensive book that makes it easy to put the
DASH diet into action. • The DASH Diet Cookbook
includes over 75 easy, delicious, and DASH-
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approved recipes, ranging from breakfast smoothies
to hearty lunches, and all the snacks in between. •
The DASH Diet Foods List outlines a roadmap
toward a healthier lifestyle, with an index of over 125
food items that are allowed and not allowed. • The
Body Mass Index Assessment Form provides easy
guidelines for learning how to customize your daily
caloric requirements. Lose weight, improve your
health, and reduce your risk of heart disease with
John Chatham's The DASH Diet Cookbook.
Eating is one of the greatest pleasures of our lives.
Our eating habits greatly affect our health. Everyone
deserves a balanced and nutritious diet to spend a
healthy life.However, due to obvious reasons, it is
very difficult to overcome temptations towards
certain diets rich in sodium and cholesterol which
ultimately result in developing high blood pressure or
hypertension.Once developed, hypertension can
easily be controlled by adopting a diet plan known as
DASH diet (dietary approaches to stop
hypertension).In this DASH diet cookbook I have
provided you with collection of DASH diet recipes
which, if followed, can ultimately lead towards
controlling the high blood pressure and
hypertension.These DASH diet recipes are easy to
cook and take very less time in preparation. They
are nutritious, energetic, tempting and exotic.With
slight variations in ingredients and inclusion of
substitutes, you hardly feel trailing an unfamiliar diet
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program.So this DASH diet cookbook provides a diet
plan very close to regular diet. At last, as they say,
prevention is better than cure, therefore, DASH
program is a must to be followed by all.
Lower your high blood pressure with a DASH of this
diet! Your doctor says your blood pressure is a little
high. They suggest the usual remedies: more
exercise and a better diet. But you need specifics.
Where do you turn? You turn to the table of contents
in DASH Diet Meal Prep for Beginners. With the
Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH)
diet, getting more potassium, magnesium, protein,
fiber, and other nutrients and minerals for controlling
blood pressure into your healthy eating regimen is
essential. Studies have shown that these are all vital
for strengthening your heart health. If there's ever a
diet that proves the way to your heart is through your
stomach, the DASH diet is that diet--and DASH Diet
Meal Prep for Beginners is the book for you. This
cookbook includes these features: -100 DASH diet
recipes with helpful nutritional information, including
calories, fat and sodium -Six weekly meal plans to
help you prep DASH dishes -Expert advice from
Food Network nutritionist Dana Angelo White on how
to transition to and maintain the DASH diet If you
want to lower your risks of heart disease, kidney
disease, and stroke, the DASH diet is for you--and
DASH Diet Meal Prep for Beginners is your guide to
making lifelong changes to how and what you eat.
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More than 50 million Americans suffer from high
blood pressure, and most of them control it by taking
prescription drugs with potentially dangerous side
effects. But there is a natural, affordable, and easy-
to-manage alternative to medication: the DASH
(Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diet.
Developed by a world-class team of doctors and
nutritionists, the DASH diet is clinically proven to
lower blood-pressure levels and thereby reduce the
risk of heart failure, stroke, and kidney disease. Now,
with The DASH Diet for Hypertension, readers can
benefit from: • A hearty and healthful selection of
DASH menus, recipes, even grocery lists • DASH
weight-loss and exercise programs for everyday
living • The science behind DASH, including calorie
worksheets and a formula to calculate body-mass
...and much more from this revolutionary program,
which is recommended by the American Heart
Association; the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute; the American Society for Hypertension; and
other leading medical authorities.
Think you can't stop hypertension or high blood
pressure?Discover the astonishing benefits of the
miracle DASH diet!This book will teach you how to
create a variety of healthy, easy-to-make, delicious
recipes in the easiest way possible.If you have
decided to opt for this great diet, this cookbook will
come in hand for sure! ????? Please note: Book is
available in 2 Paperback formats - Black & White
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and Full Color. Choose the best for you ????? The
DASH diet is considered to be one of the healthiest
eating plans for lowering blood pressure. All you
have to do in order to follow through with this diet is
reduce your intake of unhealthy fats, refined sugars,
and sodium. There are not that many restrictions
aside from that. The food options you can enjoy,
however, are quite vast, putting an emphasis on
whole foods like vegetables and fruit, fat-free dairy
products, lean meats, and whole grains. It also
eliminates processed foods, simple sugars, and
packaged snacks. It is highly recommended that you
limit red meats as well.Processed foods do not taste
that great anyway. You just think they do now
because your palate is out of balance. Once you
clean up your eating habits, you'll wonder why you
ever ate those trashy junk foods in the first place!The
DASH diet is known to limit sodium intake, which can
give you an edge over hypertension and also help
lose weight. This is a wonderful consideration for
people who might have a family history of heart
disease or those at risk for type-2 diabetes. Are you
interested in discovering more about the DASH diet?
Then check out what we found out about it in the
next few chapters.As you will soon begin to realize,
the DASH diet is pretty easy to follow, and there are
so many great DASH diet dishes you can make.All
you have to do in order to successfully follow the
DASH diet is to get your hands on a copy of this
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useful dash diet cookbook.You will come across the
best DASH diet breakfasts, lunch recipes, and dinner
dishes alongside some tasty DASH diet
desserts/snacks you can try at home.So, what are
you waiting for? Get your hands on a copy of this
simple, clear, and original dash diet cooking guide
and start your DASH diet right away. You will soon
feel and look your very best!
**55% off for your Bookstores! Now at 10$ instead of
34,95$!! ** **If you buy this cookbook, your
customers will not stop thanking you and will return
to your store frequently** When it comes to non-
fiction, cooking books are in the world's top ten best-
selling genres. A well-written cooking book appeals
to every person who wants to cook at home or
discover a new way to nourish his/her body. We all
eat, and most of us prepare our meals at home. But
we are always looking for something new. We want
to experiment and expand our knowledge to taste
something different while keeping our body healthy
and in shape. With the DASH diet, it is possible to
give our body everything it needs without sacrificing
the most enjoyable aspects of food: taste, aroma
and colors. In this book, everyone can learn how to
prepare meals at home, which are easy and fast, but
at the same time tasty and nutritious. This manual
has been created by nutritional experts and chefs to
have balanced and delicious dishes for every taste
and offers tons of recipes and secrets for
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outstanding results. Our Cookbook is ideal for
Christmas or birthday presents, or for anyone who
wants to learn new tasty and healthy recipes. Order
this cookbook today and offer your clients the
chance to learn how to cook delicious and healthy
meals at home. What do you waiting for? BUY THIS
AMAZING BOOK NOW, AND LET YOUR
CUSTOMERS GET ADDICTED TO THESE
RECIPES!!
From the New York Times bestselling author, this
guide to healthy living features the latest science and
research and a Mediterranean diet-inspired meal
plan to make this the most healthy and effective
DASH diet ever. The DASH diet has been a staple of
the dieting world, recommended by doctors,
nutritionists, and crowned the US News and World
Report's #1 best diet for 8 years in a row. But
popular tastes and medical guidelines have evolved,
and The Dash Diet Mediterranean Solution presents
a new approach to the time tested diet program that
highlights the benefits of whole foods. Marla Heller,
MS RD has overhauled the DASH plan to reflect the
latest, cutting-edge research on hypertension,
diabetes, depression, and other health issues that
impact millions of Americans. Meal planning gets a
new focus on unprocessed foods (less sugar free
jello, more fresh fruits!), seafood options, and even a
whole section examining vegan and vegetarian
choices. Filled with four weeks of menus and tons of
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strategies and research, The Dash Diet
Mediterranean Solution offers readers a new
approach to their best health the DASH diet way.
The DASH Diet Made Delicious Packed with
amazingly tasty recipes, creative meal plans and
complete nutritional information, this cookbook
makes following the DASH diet a snap. The 140
easy-to-make recipes provide a mouthwatering way
to eat great, lose weight, lower blood pressure and
prevent diabetes without feeling deprived. QUICK
AND HEARTY BREAKFASTS • Berry Banana
Green Smoothie • Veggie Frittata with Caramelized
Onions ENERGY-BOOSTING LUNCHES • Mexican
Summer Salad • Chicken Fajita Wraps FAST AND
FABULOUS SNACKS • Roasted Zucchini Crostini
Dip • Grilled Sweet Potato Steak Fries
SATISFYINGLY DELICIOUS DINNERS • Turkey
Meatballs in Marinara Sauce • Ginger-Apricot
Chicken Skewers TASTY AND WHOLESOME
DESSERTS • Grilled Peaches with Ricotta Stuffing
and Balsamic Glaze • Mini Cheesecakes with Vanilla
Wafer Almond Crust Named the number-one diet in
terms of weight loss, nutrition and prevention of
diabetes and heart disease, DASH (Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension) is the best diet for
a fit lifestyle. Including a 28-day meal plan, easy-to-
follow exercise advice and tips for keeping to the diet
when on the go, this cookbook is the ultimate guide
to living healthy.
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Dash Diet Cookbook #2019-2020 The DASH Diet:
Control Your Hypertension with the Low Sodium Diet
Known as the DASH Diet The DASH Diet is not a
typical diet. I guarantee that the DASH Diet: Control
your Hypertension with the Low Sodium Diet known
as the DASH Diet will motivate you To make positive
changes in your life. Known as the diet for high blood
pressure or the low sodium diet; This diet will help
you step by step to achieve all your goals to control
hypertension and lead a healthier lifestyle. It is such
an effective plan that you will want to incorporate it
into your daily life permanently! In just a few weeks,
your blood pressure may be something of the past!
You will never be afraid to get on the scale again
because you will no longer be overweight. Although
the results of the DASH Diet may vary from person
to person; on average you will lose about 5 pounds
during the first two weeks and between 10 and 35
pounds in the next two months. In a short time, you
will discover that you eat better, feel better, look
better, exercise better, and have more energy! In this
easy-to-read book you will find: Potential Benefits of
the DASH Diet Diet affects your body in various
ways. Does the DASH Diet Work for Everyone?
What to Eat in the DASH Diet 21Day Dash Diet Meal
Plan Sample How You Can Simulate Your Diet More
Like Dash Diet Dash Diet Recipes Why wait? Start
reading this book NOW. Take the first step to a new
and healthier lifestyle. Make the DASH DIET yours!
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The Everyday DASH Diet CookbookOver 150 Fresh and
Delicious Recipes to Speed Weight Loss, Lower Blood
Pressure, and Prevent DiabetesGrand Central Life & Style
Would you like to discover a new healthier way to eat that will
make you lose weight while feeling better? Do you want to
learn more about the Dash Diet? If yes, then keep reading!
The Dash Diet recommends a dietary lifestyle change as
opposed to quick fixes. You are encouraged to eat a wide
range of nutrient-dense foods, mainly fruits, low-fat dairy
products, lean meats, vegetables, and whole grains. Another
essential component of the diet is reduced sodium intake.
The Mediterranean diet has a big reputation, as one of the
healthiest eating patterns around, and it's considered one of
the most popular plans among dieters because it's super-rich
in flavorful foods, it's flexible, and it brings many health
benefits. The recipes in this cookbook include healthy
ingredients that will also impress you and your family with
delicious flavours that these recipes provide. DASH or Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension mix with a Mediterranean
Diet is a selection of foods that are specially targeted to help
lower blood pressure and decrease the chances of
cardiovascular diseases and have possibility to enjoy
delicious dishes, based on the traditional dishes of Italy,
Spain, Greece, and France that promote a healthy and quick
weight loss while letting you taste incredible foods. Just scroll
to the top of the page and click the "BUY NOW" button to
grab your copy now!
Two healthy diets--one delicious cookbook The DASH diet
and Mediterranean diet are two of the most consistently
recommended diets when it comes to healthy eating, so why
not combine them into something even better? By unifying
the benefits of these amazing diets, The Mediterranean
DASH Diet Cookbook offers tons of simple recipes for
delicious dishes that will keep your blood pressure low and
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your taste buds happy. Find 100 recipes for breakfasts,
soups, salads, entrees, and sweets that you and your body
will love. Focused around nutrient-rich whole foods and the
rich flavors and traditions of the Mediterranean, The
Mediterranean DASH Diet Cookbook will help you learn
everything you need to know to master this naturally healthy
and delicious way to eat. The Mediterranean DASH Diet
Cookbook includes: Friendly diet advice--Discover a complete
and concise guide that explains how and why this hybrid diet
works, as well as the best ways to integrate it into your day-to-
day lifestyle. 100 Mediterranean DASH diet recipes--Get the
best of both worlds with this collection of heart-healthy dishes
that includes plenty of pescatarian-friendly and plant-based
options. Easy-to-make--Not a chef? Keep your kitchen stress-
free (and your blood pressure even lower) with meals that
anyone can learn to cook. Dive straight into this tasty new
way to eat (and live) healthier with the help of The
Mediterranean DASH Diet Cookbook.
***Get this book and the other books in this series at a
discounted price if you run a bookstore. The books in this
series focus primarily on how to adopt the DASH Diet as a
man, woman, family or busy person*** You won't find this
book (and the other books in the same series) Online at a
discounted price, you can trust me! Do you wish to adopt the
DASH Diet the right way to benefit from its wide array of
healthy food options so you can build muscle, lose weight,
optimize your health and more? And are you looking for a
collection of recipes to choose from to make it seamless for
you to adopt the DASH Diet without giving up your favourite
foods? If you've answered YES, Let This Cookbook Make It
Easy For You To Adopt The DASH Diet With Its Collection Of
Mouthwatering Recipes That Will Ensure You Achieve Great
Results While Following The Diet! The DASH Diet is touted
for being the healthiest diet in the world. And if you are a
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man, the diet offers a wide array of benefits thanks to the
many healthy ingredients that easily boost men's health and
effectively help fight off some of the greatest health problems
men struggle with like cancer, heart disease, diabetes and
many others. The fact that you are here means that you've
probably adopted a DASH Diet already and are looking to get
the most out of it by adopting the best men-centric meal
options and are probably wondering... What's the best way to
adopt the DASH Diet as a man? What food options are best
suited for men? How do you translate the different men-
friendly foods into mouthwatering meals? What would a
typical meal plan look like, especially if you don't want to give
up your favorite foods? If you have these and other related
questions, this book is for you so keep reading. Inside this
book, you'll find: Why you should get started on the DASH
Diet How the DASH Diet works and what it is all about A
collection of tasty and delicious DASH recipes, categorized
into breakfast, rice and grain, side and salad, main means,
soups, pasta and pizza, appetizer and snack and desserts
and more Recipes that are specially designed for each skill
level and level of commitment Budget friendly and easy to
find ingredients for each recipe The recipes are complete with
the required preparation time, serving time and number of
servings for each recipe The nutritional value found in each
recipe Clear and concise instructions on how to prepare each
meal A 7 day Dr. Cole's Muscle Meal Plan for men to help
make sure you don't feel lost while following the diet And
much more Whether or not you started following the DASH
Diet plan, the recipes in this book will be a total game
changer because not only will you feel satisfied but you'll also
be able to manage your weight and live a healthier life! Your
customers will be bewitched by the content in this book! Click
the Buy button NOW!
The DASH diet offers a path to weight loss that is rooted in
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balanced eating, but it's not the only key to your success. The
28-Day DASH Diet Weight-Loss Program offers a holistic diet
and lifestyle plan to help you achieve your weight loss goals
for long-term health.
"DASH" is an acronym for (Dietary Approach To Stop
Hypertension), which is essentially a diet program that was
designed to help individuals with hypertension or high blood
pressure to help control their condition. However, you should
understand that aside from helping control your blood
pressure, the DASH Diet program comes with a plethora of
other health benefits too! Unlike many other diets out there
that ask you to get rid of almost all of your favorite food
groups, the DASH Diet tends to follow a different pathway
and asks you to control the "daily serving" of certain foods as
opposed to eliminating them from your regime. Perhaps one
of the more exciting aspects of the Dash Diet is the fact that
this particular diet is perhaps one of the very few that have
been approved and promoted by the U.S Department of
Health and Human Services. So, you can rest easy, knowing
that this is not just another fad diet! The DASH Diet helps to
deal with your hypertension directly by inspiring you to lower
your sodium intake and eat food that is healthier and richer in
potassium. And just in case you don't know, potassium helps
to lower the effects of sodium, which again, helps to lower
down blood pressure, and that allows your body to
experience a plethora of health benefits. While the DASH diet
primarily focuses on increasing the intake of fruits,
vegetables, and low-fat dairy items, you are still allowed to go
for meat-based recipes, although in small quantities. Keeping
that in mind, the Dash Diet recipes found in this book - Dash
Diet Cookbook 2019 for Beginners: 500 Quick, Easy and
Healthy Dash Diet Recipes - 21 Day Dash Diet Meal Plan to
Lose Weight and Lower Your Blood Pressure - are a
combination of all sorts of Dash Diet recipes, ranging from
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simple vegetarian to exquisite meat recipes, to ensure that
you have a plethora of options to choose from! This 21 day
DASH Meal eating plan can help you. Here's a look at the
mechanics of the DASH diet and the benefits of a healthy
lifestyle: Emphasizes vegetables, fruits, and whole-grains.
Includes fat-free or low-fat dairy products, fish, poultry, beans,
nuts, and vegetable oils. Limits foods that are high in
saturated fat. These foods include fatty meats, full-fat dairy
products, and tropical oils such as coconut, palm kernel, and
palm oils. Limits sugar-sweetened beverages and sweets.
During these 21 days you will learn how to satisfy your
hunger and, as a result, feel fuller longer. To regulate your
blood sugar and help curb your cravings, avoid fruit and
whole grains, which have a lot of natural sugar, and alcohol,
which also contain sugars. We have gathered the best 500
Dash diet recipes just for you! You can try something new
each day! You can enjoy a textured and rich Dash Diet recipe
at any time! All you have to do is to get your hands on a copy
and start your new Dash lifestyle right away!
Do you know why the DASH diet is voted the “Best Diet”
year after year? It’s simple: The DASH diet is an easy and
sustainable tool for creating a healthful lifestyle. Based on
research by the National Institutes of Health, and chosen by
U.S. News & World Report as its number-one choice in Best
Diets Overall, Best Diets for Healthy Eating, and Best
Diabetes Diets, the DASH diet rises above the noise of the
gimmicky weight-loss plans. Created as a way for people with
high blood pressure to enjoy the foods they love while
working to reduce or correct their hypertension, the DASH
diet uses healthful food choices, along with more nutritious
ways to prepare favorite dishes, to allow people to eat a
varied, delicious, and balanced diet. And although it wasn’t
created as a weight-loss diet, the DASH diet often does result
in weight loss, which is a huge benefit to those who have
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diabetes or high blood pressure, or are at high risk of
developing either disease. In The DASH Diet for Beginners,
best-selling health and nutrition author John Chatham
provides a straightforward approach to losing weight,
reducing hypertension, and improving overall cardiovascular
health. More than just a brief overview of the DASH diet, The
DASH Diet for Beginners compiles everything you need to
know to get started on a healthful new lifestyle. • 40 delicious
and DASH-approved recipes include low-sodium versions of
your favorite foods, from Creamy Spinach Dip and Beef
Tostadas to Blackened Salmon Filets and Chocolate
Strawberry Mousse. • DASH Diet for Beginners outlines
much more than just the basic essentials to get started; it
includes DASH diet guidelines and health benefits, scientific
studies, a DASH diet foods list, and a healthy fitness and
meal plan. • The Seven-Day DASH Diet Meal Plan provides
an easy guide to jumpstart your health and weight loss. Lose
weight, improve your health, and reduce your risk of heart
disease with John Chatham’s The DASH Diet for Beginners.
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